NEW HOSTS FOR AN OLD DISEASE: HISTORY OF THE ORGANIZED PSEUDOLEGAL COMMERCIAL ARGUMENT PHENOMENON IN CANADA – PART III

DONALD J. NETOLITZKY*

United States-sourced false law concepts, “pseudolaw,” were the schematic backbone for a number of Canadian anti-authority and criminal populations that operated in 2000–2015. These “first wave” pseudolaw groups and their descendants are now dead or inactive.

A “second wave” of novel pseudolaw groups has since emerged, energized and catalyzed by economic stress and the COVID-19 pandemic. This article reviews Canadian second wave pseudolaw and its host populations, documents second-wave pseudolaw theories and activities, and examines their comparatively limited success. Finally, the potential of violence building off pseudolaw in Canada is investigated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The previous articles in this series, Netolitzky, “History #1”1 and Netolitzky, “History #2,”2 reviewed the post-2000 nature and characteristics of pseudolaw, and the overall patterns of pseudolaw activity in Canada. Netolitzky, “History #2” specifically investigated whether social scientists are correct that pseudolaw expands during periods of social stress and crisis, including the 2018–2019 economic downturn, and 2020-present COVID-19 pandemic.3

Netolitzky, “History #2,” concluded the two dominant 2000–2010 Canadian pseudolaw movements, the “Detaxers” and “Freemen-on-the-Land,” continued their decline post-2015. The Detaxers are now dead. The Freemen-adherent population retains its political and criminal orientation, but has not re-engaged pseudolaw toward those objectives. Neither pseudolaw movement exhibited the predicted crisis-based amplification and expansion.4

A second wave of Canadian pseudolaw gurus and movements, which have little to no “parent to child” connection to earlier Canadian pseudolaw antecedents, has emerged post-2015.5 These second wave Canadian pseudolaw movements continue to apply the six core components of pseudolaw inherited from the United States Sovereign Citizen movement.6 As such, second wave Canadian pseudolaw continues the pattern that pseudolaw’s various forms, worldwide, are new branches off an established trunk, or side tunnels off the same conspiratorial rabbit hole.7

3 Ibid at 795–98.
4 Ibid at 831.
5 A recent Organization for the Prevention of Violence report (Michele St-Amant, David Jones, Michael King & John McCoy, Hate, Extremism and Terrorism in Alberta, Canada, and Beyond: The Shift from 2019 to 2022 (Edmonton: Organization for the Prevention of Violence, 2022) at II:20 – II:26), that comments in part on Alberta-based pseudolaw activity between 2019–2022, detects the second wave of Canadian pseudolaw, and an overall increase in Canadian pseudolaw activities. However, only two of the many new variations on pseudolaw reviewed in this article are identified, and, instead, this publication’s commentary, including quotes from law enforcement, blurs different and socially distinct expressions of pseudolaw. This limitation is a repeating issue in analysis on pseudolaw phenomena, and results from a failure to separate pseudolaw as a means to an end for extremist and dissident populations, and the political and social objectives of those populations: Donald J Netolitzky, “A Revolting Itch: Pseudolaw as a Social Adjuvant” (2021) 22:2 Politics, Religion & Ideology 164 at 187–88 [Netolitzky, “Itch”].
What separates these new pseudolaw instances are characteristics distinct from earlier Canadian pseudolaw:

1. different pseudolaw theories and strategies in addition to the core six-part Sovereign Citizen pseudolaw components;
2. host populations with different and more diverse characteristics than pre-2010 Canadian pseudolaw adherents;
3. influence by non-Canadian sources; and
4. pseudolaw directed to different social stressors.

Another novel characteristic of some new Canadian pseudolaw gurus and groups is that, although certain of these instances of Canadian pseudolaw developed a substantial following, that has not translated into court proceedings and judgments. As will become apparent, that pattern is not because these new expressions of pseudolaw do not reject conventional Canadian law. They do. However, the forum for that competition of laws is not litigation oriented. For many of these pseudolaw movements, Canadian courts are simply irrelevant. These groups do not litigate to conduct their dispute of laws. They expect to achieve their objectives in other ways. This distinguishing characteristic means, different from Detaxers and Freemen-on-the-Land, much less case law documents post-2015 second wave pseudolaw systems.

Pseudolaw is always a risk factor, since, at its foundation, pseudolaw promises to transfer authority away from state actors and to its users. Unsurprisingly, the now (falsely) empowered dissident and marginal populations that use pseudolaw predictably become increasingly aggressive, engaging in abusive and harassing document-based schemes and litigation, commonly called “paper terrorism.” However, paper terrorism is not the full extent of the aggressive actions taken by some pseudolaw actors. Violence, too, is well-documented, particularly directed to law enforcement and court agents.

Canadian second wave pseudolaw has introduced an unusual, novel, and disturbing form of violence and aggression. Multiple new pseudolaw movements are engaged in vigilante activity, purporting to be valid authorities who discipline “outlaws,” with imaginary court

---


Netolitzky, “Itch,” supra note 5 at 170.


Reviewed in Christine M Sarteschi, Sovereign Citizens: A Psychological and Criminological Analysis (Cham: Springer Nature Switzerland AG, 2020) at 47–54 [Sarteschi, Sovereign Citizens].

summons and proceedings, and false and spurious “peace officers,” and “citizens’ arrests.” This alarming escalation in illegal activity reappears repeatedly as a threat factor within modern Canadian pseudolaw communities.

II. METHODOLOGY AND IDENTIFICATION OF PSEUDOLAW ADHERENTS AND BELIEFS

Pseudolaw can be defined and identified in two ways. The first method is a rules-based approach. The pseudolaw that Canada inherited from the US Sovereign Citizen movement circa 2000 includes a number of specific, highly distinctive not-law core concepts. These motifs usually co-present as a unit, since pseudolaw operates as a “memeplex”: a collection of mutually supporting concepts, ideas, and narratives. Pseudolaw’s core motifs are surrounded by a looser cloud of commonly encountered, but secondary “ornamental” characteristics. For example, pseudolaw’s users have unique rituals, such as strange ways to name and identify themselves, and documentary quirks, including attaching postage stamps to court filings. These core rules and unique quirks operate as “fingerprints.” The stereotypic features of pseudolaw materials and concepts are very simple to recognize. Once you know what to look for, you know it when you see it.

Second, pseudolaw has a very specific and characteristic function: pseudolaw shifts authority from institutional, state, police, and court actors, toward individuals. This rebalancing — by law-based means — is a second distinctive feature of pseudolaw.

Netolitzky, “History #2” described the rich publicly accessible sources that permit investigators to monitor pseudolaw phenomena in Canada. The highly characteristic rules, ornaments, and purpose of pseudolaw means other atypical law-oriented strategies are readily distinguishable. However, accurate quantification of pseudolaw-related activity, such as the number of users, and the volume of their in-court and other activities, is much more difficult, and borders on impossible.

This article identifies and reviews new Canadian pseudolaw populations and leaders. How are novel instances of pseudolaw identifiable? The traditional “law school” approach would be to search reported case law, but that methodology both misses much unreported court activity, and is slow, since published case authorities only capture past activity. Instead, a more productive strategy is to monitor a crowdsourced network of hobbyist observers, including internet message forums, subreddits, and blogs.

---

12 Netolitzky, “History #2,” supra note 2 at 798–806; Netolitzky, “Itch,” supra note 5 at 168–70.
13 Netolitzky, “Itch,” ibid at 166, 170.
15 Netolitzky, “Itch,” supra note 5 at 170.
17 Ibid.
18 See e.g. “Q-Forum,” online: <www.quatloos.com/Q-Forum/index.php>.
19 See e.g. “r/amibeingdetained,” online: <reddit.com/r/amibeingdetained>.
20 See e.g. Sovereign Citizen Watcher, online (blog): <sovereigncitizenwatch.com>; Rob Sudy, “FREEMAN DELUSION: The Organized Pseudolegal Commercial Argument in Australia,” online: <freemandelusion.com>.
The author, personally, also has direct opportunities to identify emergent pseudolaw groups, personalities, and concepts. Much problematic and abusive litigation and litigant activity, including pseudolaw adherents and their lawsuits, is directed to the author as a result of his position as the Alberta Court of King’s Bench Complex Litigant Management Counsel. That includes pseudolaw document triage procedures,\textsuperscript{21} and show-cause processes\textsuperscript{22} to terminate abusive litigation. In short, any pseudolegal phenomena in Alberta that ends up before the Court will probably be detected and examined.

A second, and very unusual institutional advantage, flows from pseudolaw adherents’ widespread belief that positive steps are necessary to reject state and court authority. These “opting out” claims typically are one or more documents directed to politicians, government actors, law enforcement, or courts and court decision-makers. Associate Chief Justice Rooke, who released the noted (or notorious) Meads\textsuperscript{23} decision, appears to be perceived in pseudolaw circles as a critical personality and authority, and, as a consequence, he is copied and receives many more opting-out documents than any other Justice of the Court. That includes pseudolaw adherents from all across Canada, and, occasionally, internationally as well.

Courts are very often the state organ where first contact occurs with pseudolaw. These institutions are, therefore, very well positioned to act as “wahtowers,” to observe and identify what is stirring along the frontier between law and not-law. A significant part of the data that follows was obtained in that exact way.

III. ALTERNATIVE/REPLACEMENT GOVERNMENTS

All pseudolaw schemes require some narrative that invalidates or minimizes state authority.\textsuperscript{24} That explanation then sets the stage for the hidden, true (pseudo)law, and explains why that hidden law is claimed to be superior. One defective or limited state authority pseudolegal archetype is that true and superior authority rests with a separate, different state apparatus or government: an alternative/replacement state authority. While a well-established tradition in certain jurisdictions,\textsuperscript{25} until recently this defective or limited state authority variation was unknown in Canada.

For example, the Sovereign Citizen Republic of Texas has, since the 1990s, claimed to be the true successor to the historical independent nation-state of Texas that existed between 1836–1845.\textsuperscript{26} The modern Republic of Texas operates as a duplicate shadow government, with elected officials, an assembly that passes laws, and “County Chief Justices.”

\textsuperscript{21} Babb v Parrish & Heimbecker Limited, 2019 ABQB 687, court access restrictions imposed 2019 ABQB 831 [Babb].

\textsuperscript{22} Unrau v National Dental Examining Board, 2018 ABQB 874; Ubah v Canadian Natural Resources Limited, 2019 ABQB 347.

\textsuperscript{23} Meads, supra note 14.


\textsuperscript{26} Netolitzky, “Itch,” \textit{ibid} at 172.
“Republic for the United States of America” is another historically less plausible US replacement government.27

Similarly, in Germany and Austria, multiple alternative “Reichsbürger” governments claim to be the “real Germany,” or that true state authority vests with a pre-unification precursor.28 The Reichsbürgers from the 1980s onward developed a sophisticated array of theories for why the Federal Republic of Germany is defective, and then in the 2000s expanded off that foundation with imported US Sovereign Citizen pseudolaw concepts.29 More recently this pattern has emerged in Russia, where the de jure government purportedly is the USSR,30 and Poland, where the 1939 government in exile proclaims itself as the true nation-state.31

A. NEW CONSTITUTIONALISTS

The New Constitutionalists (a name assigned by the author) are the dominant Canadian alternative/replacement government pseudolaw movement. New Constitutionalist theories have an unusual deep historical basis.

1. CANADA IS A MYTH

Post-2015, certain pseudolaw activists argued Canada simply does not exist because, in 1931, the United Kingdom Statute of Westminster32 was in some manner defective. The Statute of Westminster shifted authority from the UK to certain Commonwealth Dominions, including Australia, Canada, Newfoundland, and New Zealand. New Constitutionalist theorists claim something different occurred in 1931, and, as a consequence:

1. the colonies that had been joined into the Dominion of Canada in 1867 by the British North America Act33 were now free-standing nation-states no longer subject to any UK supervision; and

--------------------

31 The Second Republic of Poland, online: II Rzeczpospolita Polska <www.2rp.info>.
33 British North America Act 1867 (UK), 30 & 31 Vict, c 3.
2. Canada, which was a political and governmental entity between 1867–1931, ceased to exist.

The purported result is that Canadian provinces are, instead, independent countries. These republics have slumbered since 1931, awaiting the formation of new national constitutions, governments, courts, and other related institutions that would give these republics full operational effect.

This theory, that “Canada is not a real country,” dates to the 1930–1940s, and was invented and promoted by Social Credit politicians R. Rogers Smith and Walter F. Kuhl. Each published pamphlets that explained this claim. At that time, the “no Canada” concept did not attract significant attention or support. In 1998 these two pamphlets were reprinted by anti-Semitic publisher Ron Gostick in a text titled The Missing Key to Canada’s Future. Some Detaxers argued “no Canada” claims to reject federal income tax obligations: there was no federal government authorized to impose tax. Unsurprisingly, “no Canada” claims were consistently unsuccessful. The most detailed rebuttal, by Justice Bennett in Butterfield, concluded the Smith/Kuhl theory had multiple errors, but, ultimately, any deficiencies in the Statute of Westminster were irrelevant after the Canadian Constitution’s repatriation in 1982. Canada is a real country.

By this point US Sovereign Citizen concepts were circulating in Canada after their introduction by Eldon Warman circa 2000. Pre-existing Canada-specific pseudolaw, including the Smith/Kuhl “no Canada” theory, was displaced and became all but extinct.

2. OLD WINE REBOTTLED

Circa 2017, several old guard survivors of the Freeman movement resurrected the Smith/Kuhl theories, initially promising that a documentary film, “The Myth is Canada,” would reveal the truth: Canada does not exist. Whether that documentary was ever actually produced is unclear, but “The Myth is Canada” group also sold tutorial DVDs and other paraphernalia. The revived “no Canada” claims did not result in reported litigation, but these ideas in 2018–2019 entered into the Canadian Yellow Vest community, as a mechanism that promised release from (perceived) oppressive federal government authority.

---

34 R Rogers Smith, “Alberta has the Sovereign Right to Issue and Use its Own Credit: A Factual Examination of the Constitutional Problem” (1937), online: <www.aberhartfoundation.ca/PDF%20Documents/Premier%20PDF%27s/Alberta%20Has%20A%20Sovereign%20Right.pdf>.
36 Third Option for National Unity Committee, The Missing Key to Canada’s Future (Flesherton: Canadian Intelligence Publications, 1998).
38 Butterfield, ibid at para 25.
39 Netolitzky, “Pathogen,” supra note 7 at 6–8.
42 The unreported Feroulie v Federal Government of Canada C/O Justin Trudeau, Calgary T-342-20 (FC) proceeding advanced New Constitutionalist concepts, but was struck out at a preliminary stage (15 July 2020).
What followed were attempts to self-organize “start-up nations” for the individual province “nation-states” falsely grouped as Canada. These activists did not use consistent language to self-identify, besides that they were “Sovereign” and “We The People,” and that “Canada is a myth,” or “Canada is not a real country.” This article groups persons engaged in the new nation-state start-up governments as “New Constitutionalists.”

New Constitutionalist materials and activities ultimately concentrated within the Unify The People website, and the affiliated “We The People Constitutional Conventions” Facebook groups and YouTube channels. New Constitutionalists developed and drafted constitutional documents, met to coordinate online and in-person activities, and otherwise discussed perceived government excess, misconduct, and nefarious alliances.

New Constitutionalism’s objective is a populist revolution. New Constitutionalists claim that workers and businesses are treated unfairly and should be left alone. New Constitutionalists seek to shift authority from government to individuals, or, more precisely, to alternative/replacement government structures that New Constitutionalists claim are authorized by, and follow objectives of, “We The People.” Conventional governments, both provincial and federal, instead allegedly act on behalf of international, conspiratorial, and institutional “hidden hands.” The current federal Liberal government is denounced as an oppressive regime that exerts illegal authority over the common man. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau is identified, personally, as an enemy agent.

The New Constitutionalists’ strategic perspective thus aligned with Yellow Vest political objectives. A further New Constitutionalist population expansion occurred in 2020–2021 when New Constitutionalist concepts entered into COVID-19 pandemic and anti-vaccine “scamdemic” resister circles.

New Constitutionalist draft constitutions exhibit diverse domestic, foreign (particularly US), and conspiratorial influences. However, many of these documents’ rules and objectives are unremarkable: for example, recognizing (or imposing) rights to religious freedom, freedom of speech and assembly, and prohibiting discrimination. Some “Constitution of the Sovereign Republic of Alberta” clauses mimic US, rather than traditional Canadian, concepts. For example, the draft Republic of Alberta Constitution includes: (1) broader rights to weapons, self-defence, and legal lethal force; (2) law enforcement by elected County Sheriffs; (3) a US-style grand jury system; and (4) enhanced compensation for state seizures and expropriation.

Alberta’s Constitution is not, however, a strictly libertarian document. The draft Constitution outlaws income tax, but also mandates nationalization of Alberta’s utilities and transportation infrastructure. Tensions between provincial and federal authority are also apparent. The Republic of Alberta rejects Commonwealth membership, rejects application

---

43 “Unify the People,” online: Internet Archive <web.archive.org/web/20220202174310/https://unifythepeople.ca/>. Online: <constitutionalconventions.ca/category/all-constitutions> is a possible successor.
44 Online: <facebook.com/groups/373652496802161/>.
45 “Canada United We Stand,” online: Internet Archive <web.archive.org/web/20190416123946/https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_kvnUusdDPeJgByvgkEFAA>.
of Canadian international treaties and trade arrangements, rejects any responsibility for federal debts, imposes strict limits on immigration and residency, and vests mineral resources with individual Albertans.

Other provisions betray improvisational millennialist influences, and commonplace US conservative “right-wing,” “alt-right,” and QAnon concerns, conspiracy theories, and objectives:

1. strict monitoring and sanctions against “controlled media” and “controlled propaganda”;

2. certain groups and ideologies, including the Illuminati, Freemasons, Knights Templar, Muslim Brotherhood, “Islam and Sharia Law,” and unions, are outlawed; and

3. purportedly disease-causing 5G wireless telecommunications networks are prohibited.

3. LEADER AND ADHERENT CHARACTERISTICS

New Constitutionalists are very different from prior Canadian pseudolaw populations. New Constitutionalists are socially conservative and more closely resemble US Sovereign Citizen communities than 2000–2015 Canadian pseudolaw adherents. Pseudolaw was observed in conservative Canadian communities in the 1990s, but was restricted to a small, strongly racist rural population.47

The New Constitutionalist rank and file appear unfamiliar with pseudolaw concepts and conspiracy theories, but many of the movement’s core right-wing personalities, including Dallas Hills,48 Duke Willis,49 and Cody Haller,50 have a longer record with these ideas, “know the lingo,” and in videos, meetings, and roundtables can appear to newer adherents to be well-informed and knowledgeable.

Unlike the peak of Freeman activity circa 2010, online cultic milieu sources now provide vastly more pseudolaw information and materials at no cost. The “cultic milieu” is a social sciences term to identify a loosely cross-linked assemblage of discarded and rejected knowledge, a kind of collective garbage heap of thought and belief.51 The rich modern ecosystem of fringe cultic milieu materials supports New Constitutionalist perspectives; these adherents see themselves within a much broader phenomenon. That is, factually, correct. New Constitutionalist beliefs and perspectives often mirror US alt-right phenomena, and its Sovereign Citizen, Militia, and conspiratorial and reactionary components. Populist US alt-right rhetoric creates a broader foundation of “friendly” resources and media sources.

47 Netolitzky, “History #1,” supra note 1 at 613–16.
48 Online (blog): <historylessonsdeleted.blogspot.com>.
50 Cody Haller, online: <facebook.com/cody.haller.79>.
4. PUBLIC ACTIVITY

While New Constitutionalist activity occurs online, centred around their leadership personalities, New Constitutionals are unique in Canadian pseudolaw circles for their public demonstrations and rallies. New Constitutionalist leaders are public speakers, directly confront authorities,\(^{52}\) and have engaged in extended occupation-type protests.\(^{53}\)

New Constitutionalist pseudolaw is most commonly encountered during anti-“scamdemic” marches and protests. Placards and banners at these events are diverse and often homemade. Recordings of these activities frequently include signage that references New Constitutionalist concepts, links to the Unify The People website, demands for new constitutional processes, and proclamations that “Canada is not a real country.”\(^{54}\) That extends to decorated vehicles, a phenomenon usually associated with US right-wing movements.\(^{55}\) The pseudolaw cues displayed during these events might not be obvious to outside observers, but their meaning to fellow adherents is clear.

To date, public New Constitutionalist activities have not escalated to property damage or violence, nor would that be consistent with the “lawful revolutionary” framework of New Constitutionalist action. However, hostile response to counter-protests is plausible. Whether counter-protestors would realize what New Constitutionalists are attempting to communicate is, however, unclear.

5. FUTURE AND POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES

The New Constitutionals are unprecedented in Canada, since:

1. the New Constitutionals are the first broadly-disseminated pseudolaw-based alternative/replacement government scheme; and

2. arguably, New Constitutionals not only challenge conventional authority, but threaten insurgent action as a replacement government that seeks power via “a revolution from below.”

That said, the latter risk is probably more hypothetical than real. New Constitutionism’s host dissident populations, initially the Yellow Vest movement, and now expanding into

---


\(^{54}\) See e.g. protestors in these images: Sarah Rieger, “Calgary Hospitals Cancel Surgeries for 2nd Week as Protesters Outside Defend Right to Be Unvaccinated,” CBC (13 September 2021), online: <www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/calgary-cancels-surgeries-1.6174532>; Christa Dao, “Some Levity From Earlier” (5 December 2020 at 14:24), online: <twitter.com/ChristaDao/status/1335334285859950597>; Efrain Flores Monsanto, “The Anti-Lockdown March Ends at Queens Park and They Begin to Sing O’Canada #Toronto” (16 January 2021 at 12:43), online: <twitter.com/realmonsanto/status/1350529011403939840>.

\(^{55}\) Online: <i.imgur.com/tjlPoVH.jpg>; <pbs.twimg.com/media/EQDJ_p8WAAASNvI?format=jpg&name=large>.
“scamdemic” activist communities, are less a right-wing extremist phenomenon, than conservative reactionaries. Justin Everett Cobain Tetrault’s recent investigation of Yellow Vest adherents concluded these groups instead “fetishize law and order,” rather than seek to overthrow social structures or engage in vigilante activity. Viewed from that perspective, the appeal of New Constitutionalism is less the imagined revolution, than the (spurious) legitimacy promised by claims of dramatic change with a lawful basis.

Put simply, New Constitutionalism’s appeal then is not tearing down the old order, but rather promoting a rebirth of legitimate government on a populist basis. That parallels the “nostalgic” and “counter-memory” appeal identified by Ruth Braunstein and Amy Cooter, and Edwin Hodge, in US Sovereign Citizen circles, radically different from the selfish individualism, criminality, and lawlessness that characterized Freemanism.

New Constitutionalism will probably soon fade. There is little chance the various New Constitutionalist republics will mature into some kind of viable authority given how little has been accomplished post-2017. That said, if New Constitutionalism does persist, then these “We The People” doppel-nations could pose a significant vigilante authority risk, such as has emerged in the US, but, more particularly, in Germany with its Reichsbürger alternative governments and authorities, that recently have led to large-scale security operations.

B. QUEEN ROMANA DIDULO

Aside from occasional news reports that describe unfavourable court outcomes, in Canada pseudolaw phenomena are typically all but invisible. However, in 2022, the bizarre public persona and claims of Romana Didulo, an apparently otherwise unremarkable middle-aged British Columbia Filipino woman, attracted significant international media attention and academic commentary. Didulo has declared herself Queen of Canada, and, unexpectedly,

---

59 See Netolitzky, “History #2,” supra note 2 at 798–806.
developed a significant and apparently dedicated following. While alternative or replacement government schemes usually build from a tenuous foundation, the outlandish claims made by Didulo are unusual, even within pseudolaw circles.

Succinctly, in 2021, Didulo unilaterally announced she is the “Head of State, Commander-in-Chief, Head of Government of Canada, President and Queen of the Kingdom of Canada.” Queen Didulo’s subsequent Royal Decrees, and other announcements of her will, have diverse subjects, ranging from raising the age of sexual consent to 24, unilaterally adding Russia to NATO, and many “scamdemic”-related orders, such as outlawing ventilators, and execution of Canadian military leaders, public health officials, and others involved in COVID-19 vaccination programs.

Didulo’s initial activity was online. “HRH Queen Lady Romana Didulo’s” first public action was a 28 May 2021 “Re: Cease and Desist Order,” directed to Canadian politicians, health officials, police, and medical personnel, that demanded immediate termination of COVID-19 pandemic management and treatment steps. Didulo’s “Order” also states “Joseph (Joe) Biden is not President of US, and the US Armed Forces has been in control since January 14, 2021,” and that the US military has confirmed Queen Didulo’s authority as “Head of State and Commander-in-Chief, Head of Government of Canada, and Queen of Canada.” This “Order” was broadly distributed to government, court, and private targets across Canada by Didulo’s followers.

Didulo primarily communicates with her 60,000–70,000 Telegram internet application followers via text messages, photos, and videos. Didulo usually posts multiple statements daily that continue her pattern of claims, instructions, demands, and threats. In addition to her claim to unique authority via “Natural Law,” Didulo has deployed classic pseudolaw motifs. Didulo instructs her followers to use “promissory notes” to obtain “money for beyond-189359> [Sarteschi, “Inroads”]. Sarteschi, a behavioural scientist and expert in the US Sovereign Citizen movement, has also published a comprehensive examination and evaluation of Didulo’s history and activities: Christine Sarteschi, “The Social Phenomenon of Romana Didulo: ‘Queen of Canada’” (2023) Intl J Coercion, Abuse & Manipulation [Sarteschi, “Social Phenomenon”].

Online: HRH Queen Romana Didulo <queenromanadidulo.ca>; online: <www.thekingdomofcanada.ca>.

Ibid.

Online: HRH Queen Romana Didulo <queenromanadidulo.ca/video-gallery/>; online: HRH Queen Romana Didulo <queenromanadidulo.ca/royal-decrees/>; “Queen Romana’s Official Royal Decrees,” online: <www.thekingdomofcanada.ca/royal-decrees>.


Online: <reddit.com/gallery/qcec4f> [“Re: Cease”].

Ibid.


A web-accessible record is located at “HRH Queen Lady Romana Didulo,” online: <t.me/s/romana_didulo>.

“Re: Cease,” supra note 67.
nothing.” The template promissory note provided by Didulo is purportedly secured by the One People’s Public Trust, a US pseudolaw movement that collapsed in 2013. Didulo has also referenced “fiat currency,” the idea paper money has no value, and “National Economic Security and Recovery Act” (NESARA), a monetary/financial conspiracy theory widely distributed in the pseudolaw cultic milieu. A recent British Columbia foreclosure proceeding, where NESARA was rejected, is plausibly linked to Didulo and her instructions.

Prior to her self-elevation to royalty, Didulo engaged in a somewhat more conventional political process, announcing the “Canada1st” political party in late 2020. The available record of the Canada1st party is an incomplete website and a collection of YouTube videos. Didulo is the party leader and its chief, if not only, personality. To the degree Canada1st’s policies are documented, its platform is conservative, reactionary, and isolationist, and employs right-wing conspiratorial US political rhetoric and concepts.

Didulo’s public status unexpectedly ballooned when the US QAnon conspiracy movement concluded that Didulo’s monarchy was supported and endorsed by Donald Trump. The conspiratorial and alternative reality narrative adopted by Didulo and her followers incorporates widely disseminated QAnon theories concerning the COVID-19 pandemic, concealed and malevolent activity by public, media, and entertainment elites worldwide, a “White Hat” government resistance led by Donald Trump, and improvisational millenarian eschatological claims. Didulo sometimes puts a Canadian spin on QAnon motifs, such as alleging graves at former residential schools are evidence children were killed to harvest adrenochrome.

Friction with state actors started on 27 November 2021, when Didulo was detained for psychiatric examination in response to her command that “duck hunters” kill those involved in COVID-19 vaccination programs. Didulo was subsequently released without charges.
Didulo has now adopted an itinerant lifestyle, travelling across the full length of Canada in several motorhomes with a small group of uniformed facilitators, holding public-meet-and-greets with followers, while recording fanciful videos that proclaim Didulo’s unique status. Didulo’s claims have grown increasingly flamboyant: Didulo is now Queen of the World; Didulo led a war to clear Chinese military forces from underground tunnels below Canada; Didulo is an “Arcturian” extraterrestrial who can shape-shift and make herself invisible; and Didulo has access to extraordinary medical technologies such as “med beds” that reverse aging and regrow limbs. Didulo places herself as part, or the lead, of an international network of other unorthodox monarchs and government agencies. Didulo’s inner circle report financial demands, harsh and abusive conditions, death threats, and being subjected to hours of repeated continued play of the Boney M song “Rasputin.”

A conflict of realities is developing within Didulo’s community. Her followers report they cannot enforce Didulo’s decrees that income tax is illegal, bank loans do not exist, and utilities are free; that has had negative consequences. Recently law enforcement temporarily seized Didulo’s convoy. However, the most dramatic escalation occurred on 13 August 2022. Didulo had been ordering her followers to arrest oppressive, evil, and illegitimate government and law enforcement actors. A group of about 30 of Didulo’s followers then appeared at the Peterborough police station, and attempted to force entry to conduct “citizens’ arrests” of law enforcement who would, purportedly, then be handed to Didulo’s military allies for discipline and punishment. Several of Didulo’s followers were arrested. Didulo was present, but observed from an RV guarded by Didulo’s uniformed inner cadre. Criminal proceedings are now underway against several of Didulo’s followers as a consequence of the Peterborough event.

---
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In many senses, Didulo’s startling success in Canada as a pseudolaw leader is unprecedented. Pseudolaw groups usually implode when their schemes do not provide the promised results. However, with Didulo, the principle that “nothing teaches like failure” appears to have little application, at least thus far. Instead, Didulo makes increasingly fantastic announcements and claims, and demands yet more contributions from her followers. Setbacks seem to have little effect on Didulo’s overall momentum.

Some observers have called Didulo’s operation a cult. The label is very apt. Terrorist, cultic, and pseudolaw groups share parallels aspects, and, in a sociological sense, appear to operate following common bases. Pseudolaw groups often adopt explicitly religious foci. While Didulo has not (yet) declared her divinity, Didulo clearly self-identifies as otherworldly: an alien being not of this Earth, but who possesses extraordinary power and authority.

Scientology during the Sea Organization (Sea Org) period may be the best analog to Didulo’s current itinerant cross-Canada mission. During this nearly ten year period, “Commodore” L. Ron Hubbard travelled around the globe in a polyglot convoy of second-hand ships, surrounded by a personal uniformed navy of Sea Org devotees. Hubbard spun increasingly bizarre narratives of past lives, ancient gold, and alien rebellions, while his crews and servants endured serf-like conditions, and were “overboarded” (literally) at the slightest disapproval. Whenever confronted by government agents, Hubbard’s fleet simply relocated outside state authority. In this context, Hubbard had nearly unlimited control over his followers, with his activities funded by a worldwide cloud of Scientologists.

Didulo seems to be operating a Sea Org “on the cheap.” Where her voyage will end is anyone’s guess. Perhaps, next, she too will buy a ship.

C. KEVIN DANIEL ANNETT AND THE REPUBLIC OF KANATA

Pseudolaw has a broad potential range of applications. Consequentially, pseudolaw’s promoters are an eclectic assortment of counter-authority and criminal actors. One such unusual individual is Kevin Daniel Annett, also known as “Eagle Strong Voice,” a defrocked United Church of Canada minister who has made a career of advancing conspiratorial claims
that are best characterized as avid self-promotion. Annett’s initial focus were exposes in numerous books and websites that Annett claimed were made on behalf of Indigenous groups. These publications allege wrongdoing and persecution by a range of religious, political, and monarchy figures, and piggybacked on residential schools and First Nations rights controversies. 

Annett subsequently expanded into pseudolaw. That initially, in 2012, took the form of a fake common law court: the International Tribunal into Crimes of Church and State (ITCCS). Between 2012–2013, the ITCCS announced it had dissolved Canada, and convicted and ordered the arrest of numerous politicians and religious figures for genocide. Annett also authored several pseudolaw texts, and, on 15 January 2015, proclaimed the foundation of an alternative/replacement “common law” nation state: the “Republic of Kanata.” Kanata did not attract significant interest from Canada’s pseudolaw community, then predominately Freemen, who were in marked decline.

While Annett usually operates as a “one man show,” he has proven surprisingly effective in self-advertising and disseminating his claims in marginal media outlets and social media. Annett’s publicity successes have even led to multiple debunking responses by Snopes, USA Today, Politifact, and Reuters in response to Annett’s claims: (1) that Annett caused Pope Benedict XVI’s resignation; (2) of a $10,000 reward for the arrest of Pope Francis for “personal complicity in child rape, torture and trafficking, [and] ritual killing”; (3) that...
European royalty conduct “human hunting parties” of naked teenagers;\textsuperscript{108} and (4) that Queen Elizabeth II in 1964 personally kidnapped ten Indigenous children.\textsuperscript{109}

Unsurprisingly, Annett jumped on the COVID-19 resistance bandwagon. He, on 15 July 2020, resurrected the Republic of Kanata, a “Sovereign Republic” that “disestablished the political authority of the British Crown in Canada and replaced it with a sovereign nation.”\textsuperscript{110} Annett claimed Kanata eliminated all debts and income tax. All Kanatians would receive 200 hectares of Crown land, and other wealth hoarded by state and institutional actors. “Republic sheriffs” and “Common Law Courts” would arrest and try “the old regime,” and those who engaged in “genocide” via “scamdemic” pandemic management and vaccination health measures. Annett resumed publishing claims that Kanata’s “Grand Juries,” “Common Law Courts,” and other vigilante organs were already prosecuting politicians and church figures, and dismantling Canadian and international authorities.\textsuperscript{111} This culminated in a 15 January 2022 “Judgement of the International Common Law Court of Justice” that convicted numerous state and religious actors of “Crimes against Humanity,” and an associated “Arrest Warrant” and “Warrant of Seizure and Expropriation.” Annett awarded himself $27.5 million for being fired by the United Church of Canada, being divorced by his ex-wife in 1995, and “systematic ‘black operation’” and “chemical poisoning” by various church, police, and government actors.\textsuperscript{112}

One new development was Annett decreed the formation of regional “Common Law Assemblies”: self-organized vigilante government authorities. Several such Assemblies did emerge, at least on a transitory basis.\textsuperscript{113} As of the date of this article, no related websites remain active. Annett also called for physical action to destroy vaccines and impede
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vaccination programs, and to sabotage 5G telecommunications networks.\textsuperscript{114} The 5G demands, and earlier “chemtrails” prosecution claims, illustrate Annett is tightly bound to stereotypical international improvisational millennialist conspiracy theories.\textsuperscript{115}

Annett explicitly sought to link himself with the 2022 Ottawa pandemic mitigation protest movement via a 15 January 2022 Republic of Kanata arrest warrant for Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, and a 24 February 2022 ITCCS proclamation that called for the formation of a revolutionary government, vigilante “Sheriffs,” and a “Citizens’ Militia.”\textsuperscript{116} No evidence indicates Annett attracted any support or attention from that protest community. Most recently, the 24–30 July 2022 Papal visit to Canada triggered another flurry of activity from Annett and the ITCCS. First, the ITCCS banned Pope Francis from entering Canada,\textsuperscript{117} and then, post-visit, ordered seizure of church and government property by “[t]he people and their Sheriffs,” a step purportedly warranted by a “[P]apal admission of genocide.”\textsuperscript{118}

Annett’s efforts to expand his influence during the COVID-19 pandemic have clearly had some impact. His more dramatic (and typically highly questionable) announcements, such as the $10,000 bounty on Pope Francis, attracted substantial Internet-based attention.\textsuperscript{119} However, nothing indicates any of Annett’s claims precipitated (actual) court litigation, or direct real world activity. If anything, broader public attention has further compromised Annett’s standing as a valid and credible public personality. For example, the University of British Columbia recently cancelled an on-campus speaking engagement by Annett.\textsuperscript{120} Annett’s part in the pandemic pseudolaw process is best characterized as one-man theatrics and spectacle, and, at most, a very temporary diversion for those dissatisfied with public health and vaccination policies.
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D. TRUE NORTH GUARDIANS ALLIANCE/ LAKESHORE SOVEREIGN ASSEMBLY

Another further alternative/replacement government scheme that appeared in 2021 is advanced by two affiliated websites: the “True North Guardians Alliance,”¹²¹ and the “Lakeshore Sovereign Assembly.”¹²² The former website promotes stereotypical pseudolaw motifs: (1) persons are only subject to “common law”; (2) “Canada is not a [country]” New Constitutionalist theories; and (3) state authority flows from the Strawman and birth documentation.¹²³ Valid authority allegedly vests with the “International Natural and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health and Justice.”¹²⁴ The True North Guardians Alliance website makes anti-vaccine and “scamdemic” claims, though its website also includes New Age “Spiritual Command Suggestions,” for example how one can invoke “a personal team” of “Pleiadian[s] ... [and] direct assistance from beings of light” by chanting “Command 12 21.”¹²⁵

The Lakeshore Sovereign Assembly states self-governing “Sovereign[s]” are the government: “The government IS YOU.”¹²⁶ Its website claims Strawman process “Notices” taught by the True North Guardian Alliance secure a Sovereign’s “soul-responsibility” and personal and group rights.¹²⁷ The Sovereign Assembly provides “basic framework and benchmarks to ensure that the Provincial Assemblies are correctly populated and that the Assembly Members are protected.”¹²⁸ This website also publishes purported arrest documents that target politicians and law enforcement.

Despite pointing to certain Canadian pseudolaw sources, the True North Guardians Alliance and Lakeshore Sovereign Assembly seem principally inspired by non-Canadian sources, including the UK-based Common Law Courts,¹²⁹ and the “Florida State Assembly,” the model “Assembly” of this kind.¹³⁰ These groups use pseudolaw documents with obvious Sovereign Citizen influences, such as US Uniform Commercial Code filings.¹³¹

Social media suggests a customer base in the hundreds, or, at most, low thousands. Much activity is located in Halton, Ontario, but documents from adherents have been sent to government and court authorities across Canada. To date, no known litigation has been linked to the Lakeshore Sovereign Assembly, or any other Sovereign Assembly.

¹²² Online: <lakeshore.sovereignassembly.com>.
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¹²⁵ “Spiritual Command Suggestions,” online: True North Guardians Alliance <tngalliance.com/spiritual%2Fhealing>. “Pleiadians” are purportedly a race of “Nordic” or “Aryan” extraterrestrials.
¹²⁶ Online: <lakeshore.sovereignassembly.com>.
¹²⁷ “Becoming Sovereign,” online: <lakeshore.sovereignassembly.com/becoming-sovereign>.
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E. THE SOVEREIGN REPUBLIC OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

The Sovereign Republic of British Columbia\footnote{Online: The Sovereign Republic of British Columbia <sovereignrepublicbc.org>.
“Mission,” online: The Sovereign Republic of British Columbia <sovereignrepublicbc.org/mission/>;
“Mission,” ibid.
“Notices Served: Names Starting with A-J,” online: The Sovereign Republic of British Columbia <sovereignrepublicbc.org/notices-served-a-j>;
“Arbutus Nation State: Constitution,” online: Internet Archive <web.archive.org/web/2022010823402/http://theansa.org/pages/constitution.shtml>.} is another pseudolaw alternative/replacement government that appeared in late 2020.\footnote{133} The Sovereign Republic uses New Constitutionalist “no Canada” arguments to allegedly displace the “De facto Corporation British Columbia masquerading as a constitutional government” created when the \textit{Statute of Westminster} misfired.\footnote{134} However, the Sovereign Republic then vests ultimate authority with unnamed “Tribal Clan Mothers” who hold “Territorial Title.” Individual “sovereign man and woman” property owners have “allodial title,” and are subject to “common law.”\footnote{135} Individual “sovereign man and woman” property owners have “allodial title,” and are subject to “common law.”\footnote{136}

At present this pseudolaw movement is essentially undeveloped. Its chief activity has been to serve template “Notices”\footnote{137} on federal, British Columbia, and municipal government actors.\footnote{138} The Sovereign Republic’s adherent base is probably very limited. Media reports identify Kelowna, British Columbia resident Joshua Flint as the Sovereign Republic’s founder and central personality.\footnote{139} Neither Flint nor the Sovereign Republic are linked to any identified litigation. Flint operates the longstanding “Goodly Lawful Society” pseudolaw website\footnote{140} that includes unorthodox claims concerning the origin and genetic characteristics of Indigenous populations, and the medical properties of materials such as “humic acid” powder, a plant decay product.\footnote{141}

F. THE ARBUTUS NATION STATE

The apparently now defunct “Arbutus Nation State” is another alternative/replacement government that operated in British Columbia from late 2020 to early 2022, “based on Land Common Law and restoring liberty to all who inhabit this land.”\footnote{142} The Arbutus Nation State promised dual citizenship that retained Canadian government benefits, involved no tax obligations, and resulted in additional “Natural Law” special privileges.\footnote{143} While the scope of its exact claimed authority is unclear, military, law enforcement, and court activity is
squaresly identified as within the Arbutus Nation State’s jurisdiction.144 Like the New Constitutionalists, many identified rights that (purportedly) result from citizenship are unremarkable; however, the declared unlimited authority to own weaponry, including “exotic arms,” and exercise force, demonstrates an ideological link to militia perspectives.145

The theoretical foundation endorsed by the Arbutus Nation State is largely unremarkable US-derived concepts explicitly sourced to gurus, including Mark Passio and Christopher James Pritchard (see Part VI.A, below).146 Two unique motifs are: (1) a four-part system of law that parallels the classical pre-science “four elements” scheme for matter: “The word ‘LAWS’ is an acronym for our four jurisdictions: Land, Air, Water, and Soil”147 and (2) that “Galactic Law,” 144,000 “astrophysical frequencies energy principles,” will govern the Arbutus Nation State once Earth is “welcomed back into the Galactic Community.”148

The Arbutus Nation State was a marginal pseudolaw movement. Social media sources suggest only several hundred adherents, whose principle activity was anti-“scamdemic” protests.149 This alternative/replacement government apparently issued identification documents. No litigation linked to the Arbutus Nation State has been identified.

G. CONCLUSION

The emergence of Canadian pseudolaw-based alternative/replacement government structures is a comparatively minor expansion of Canada’s not-law and marginal community landscapes. No Canadian alternative/replacement government has recruited enough supporters to conduct “a revolution from below,” nor could one realistically do so. Existing Canadian alternative/replacement authorities are either “one man shows” or “LARPing,”150 rather than plausible alternative government structures. The most developed pseudolaw administration, the New Constitutionalists, has not matured past the “debating society” stage.

Vigilante courts and law enforcement could emerge from these false governments, claiming authority on that basis. That development poses genuine risks. As previously indicated, alternative/replacement governments have no possibility to obtain broad-based support or genuine authority. In that sense alternative/replacement governments are weak excuses to engage in force, but, unfortunately, may still suffice to motivate and trigger “do-it-yourself” vigilantes into action. Queen Didulo demonstrates the significant public threat that can result, even when a pseudolaw movement or leader is a marginal social actor. A few “duck hunters” moving to “execute” those condemned by “Royal Decree” would be a very significant development within Canada’s extremist violence ecosystem. Worse, Queen
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Didulo’s followers believe they are authorized and empowered to conduct “citizens’ arrests,” anticipating backup by military force. While the August 2022 events in Peterborough have a certain comic-opera aspect, with firearms, lethal violence would not be an unexpected outcome. The precipice past that threshold is very real.

Pseudolaw and its personalities operate in a strange, marginal social space. The idea that anyone might take the Republic of Kanata and its court, or Queen Didulo, seriously, is both absurd but terrifyingly real. This duality reflects that modern western society includes an unreal counterworld: the cultic milieu. For those who exist within that space, pseudolaw has real authority, as do those who brandish its documents. That, alone, is a strong basis why the emergence of Canadian alternative/replacement pseudolaw authorities is cause for concern.

IV. MAGNA CARTA LAWFUL REBELLION

The Magna Carta Lawful Rebellion (MCLR) is a new pseudolaw movement that was imported into Canada at roughly the same time as the New Constitutionalists emerged as a significant presence in the Canadian anti-establishment ecosystem. Both movements competed for a similar adherent population, though the manner in which each movement manifested was very different. A detailed study has recently described the MCLR and its history,\textsuperscript{151} so this article will only sketch out the MCLR’s belief system, and focus on its Canadian aspects.

The MCLR was invented in 2014 by UK pseudolaw guru David Robinson, who claimed the 1215 \textit{Magna Carta} has supraconstitutional authority that was invoked in 2001 when 28 “New Rebel Barons” challenged the UK’s increased integration into the European Union.\textsuperscript{152} The result, according to Robinson, is all state authority in the UK collapsed. An oath of allegiance to Lord Craigmyle of Invernesshire, one of the New Rebel Barons, then places one outside all conventional government and legal authority via “lawful rebellion.” Purported lawful rebels may then execute any interfering person as a “traitor and seditionist.” Despite the draconian character of this scheme, MCLR adherents, including Robinson, instead applied their newfound lawful rebel status within mundane disputes to ignore debts, municipal (“council”) tax, utilities, and regulations requiring motor vehicle licences and insurance.\textsuperscript{153}

The MCLR was first introduced into Canada in early 2019 by Alberta resident Jacqueline Robinson, who self-identifies with the “common law” name “Jacquie Phoenix.” For clarity, this article will use her Phoenix pseudonym. Phoenix had no pre-existing pseudolaw links, but self-associated with the Alberta Yellow Vest community. Phoenix promoted MCLR theory within her “Practical Lawful Dissent International” Facebook group.\textsuperscript{154} While Phoenix added nothing to MCLR theories, she proved a highly effective recruiter. Soon her Facebook group had tens of thousands of members.\textsuperscript{155} Phoenix’s anti-state claims had no or little
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Robinson died on 10 November 2020. Phoenix immediately declared herself as Robinson’s successor, travelled to the UK, and effectively seized control of MCLR communities worldwide. Phoenix is now illegally present in the UK, and, throughout 2021, organized “Redress” meetings in breach of pandemic health quarantine regulations. “Redress” amounted to nothing, despite repeated attempts to recruit police support, and at least some public acts intended to seize government buildings. Phoenix in September 2021 announced the MCLR project had failed, and then blocked public access to MCLR communications channels. With that, the MCLR collapsed. Phoenix herself disappeared until April 2022, when she conducted a public presentation in the basement of a London, UK church with three “talking paintings.” Phoenix also at this point indicated she has a terminal health condition.

Phoenix’s Canadian adherent pool was much smaller, probably a few hundred individuals at most. MCLR theory requires “lawful rebels” send form documents to courts and police. Many of these were received in Alberta. This “paper terrorism” was almost the full extent of Canadian MCLR activity, except that in 2020 Phoenix personally attempted to intrude into a child custody dispute. That led to several Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench decisions that dissected and refuted MCLR theory, and that prohibited Phoenix from acting as a court representative in Alberta proceedings. The result was Phoenix’s follower lost all custody of her child. MCLR concepts have also been deployed at least once in Canada as a “get out of jail free” defence.

Robinson’s pseudolaw scheme was, generously, crude and unsophisticated, and provided no enforcement mechanism to achieve its purported benefits. Phoenix added nothing further. The result was a deluge of threatening but confusing form paperwork, that also left Lord Craigmyle himself wondering why thousands of people worldwide were offering their fealty to him as oaths-men and women.

At best, the MCLR was a peripheral component of Canadian pseudolaw. MCLR members worldwide are unsophisticated conspiracists. Despite their threats of vigilante action via “the Gallows,” this population were never a meaningful threat to social order. The rise and implosion of the MCLR was driven by the proliferation and dissemination of cultic milieu pseudolaw throughout improvisational millennialist super-conspiracy communities. MCLR adherent ideology was unfocused, less political than simply apprehensive, occupying an
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intersection where paranoid QAnon perspectives met New Age and anti-science nonsense, and medical, health, and safety paranoia. Pseudolaw often is fundamentally illogical — ritual and magic — rather than anything rational.\textsuperscript{166} That is probably the best explanation for the MCLR: a strange document-based spell intended to miracle away state authority. While most pseudolaw adherents are unsophisticated, unsuccessful persons, both the MCLR leadership and their followers represent a low point in pseudolaw, a dismal, disorganized, uneducated, and socially marginal collective.\textsuperscript{167} The rise and fall of the MCLR was a hollow, transient, crisis-driven process, supercharged by the unusual circumstances and social tensions resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, that deflated without even any external pressure.

V. SELF-DESIGNATED INDIGENOUS GROUPS

Certain pseudolaw promoters and adherents in the US, Canada, New Zealand, and Australia have coupled Indigenous self-identification and pseudolaw to claim extraordinary legal status.\textsuperscript{168} Hybrid Indigenous/pseudolaw schemes take many forms.

Non-Indigenous Sovereign Citizen groups sometimes simply claim to have Indigenous character, for example the Little Shell Pembina Band and the Tuscarora Nation.\textsuperscript{169} Certain Moorish Law movement branches claim to be “Indians.”\textsuperscript{170} Sometimes these claims are simply grafted on to well-established pseudolaw schemes,\textsuperscript{171} or are a purported global mechanism to deny the legitimacy of state or institutional authority.\textsuperscript{172}

Post-2015, Indigenous government or administration structures that combine claims of superior rights with pseudolaw language and theories are increasingly commonplace. This implementation of pseudolaw is not new to Canada. Netolitzky, “History #1” reported on the Sovereign Squamish Government (SSG), that claimed to be an independent government not only outside Canadian law, but also superior to actual Squamish First Nations.\textsuperscript{173} While the
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SSG’s website remains online, there is no evidence of recent litigation involving SSG concepts, and, instead, SSG activity appears to be limited to marginal announcements, such as that barcodes printed on previous SSG pseudolaw documents “are officially removed from date of creation,” and to refuse implantation of monitoring microchips into human bodies. The last identified SSG litigation was in 2017.

A. PEOPLES OF THE SALMON

The “Peoples of the Salmon” is a recent example: a “Sovereign Movement” founded in 2020 to take “ownership of property,” and that purports to incorporate all persons in British Columbia within “new self-governing communities.” The Peoples of the Salmon offers all Canadians memberships, “Exemption Pass” IDs, and “World Passport[s]” for various amounts. Members are called “Wolverines,” who are promised $7.5 million “lifetime dowry” imaginary Strawman bank accounts. “Wolverine” status also requires a “‘Walking Off the Ship’ Ceremony” to “leave the Ship of Commerce/Maritime/Admiralty Law – which is a fiction created by the British Crown and the Merchants.”

Peoples of the Salmon materials reference recognized Indigenous rights claims and uncontroversial historical events, but use certain stereotypic Sovereign Citizen-style pseudolaw language and terminology, including the concept that governments are corporations, a right to not consent to, and opt-out of, legal authority, and Strawman Theory motifs.

In 2021, the Peoples of the Salmon attracted substantial “scamdemic” resister interest with a “non consent” petition that received over 34,000 signatures, and media reporting. Despite that, the Peoples of the Salmon appears to be a small and marginal group led by two “Headsm[e]n”: David Brian Jefferies Quinn (“popois”) and “maathlaatlaa.” Quinn has repeatedly and unsuccessfully attempted to apply pseudolaw in British Columbia courts.
involved himself in other persons’ litigation, and is subject to court access restrictions as a “vexatious litigant.”

Since late 2021, Peoples of the Salmon has sharply escalated its vigilant activity, and begun issuing “Grand Jury” documents. In December 2021, a “Grand Jury” document purported to convict British Columbia Provincial Health Officer Bonnie Henry of “Crimes against Humanity, Genocides, Distribution of a Bio Weapon.” Prime Minister Justin Trudeau is a repeat target. On 5 March 2022, Quinn purported to fire Prime Minister Justin Trudeau; then, on 26 June 2022, another “Grand Jury” found Prime Minister Trudeau guilty of numerous offences, including genocide, treason, and international terrorism. The Peoples of the Salmon now directly claims extraordinary status in British Columbia court proceedings. For example, Quinn, as “popois,” unsuccessfully attempted to intervene in a family subject dispute, under “Indigenous Law,” even though his “client” was Romanian.

B. KINAKWII AND ASMIN

The Ontario “Kinakwii Private Sovereign Nation” and the “Anishinabek Solutrean Metis Indigenous Nation,” (ASMIN) are two interrelated entities whose Indigenous status claims have been rejected and denounced by academics and courts as instances of “raceshifting”: illegitimate claims of Indigenous and First Nations status. Both the Kinakwii and ASMIN sell Métis status memberships and promise special “Sovereign” privileges then result.
Kinawkii and ASMIN Indigenous claims have been advanced and rejected in diverse Canadian litigation:

1. Detaxer gurus claiming to be Indigenous and outside court jurisdiction;\(^{198}\)
2. landlord/tenant disputes;\(^{199}\)
3. mortgage defaults;\(^{200}\)
4. pseudolaw-based attack litigation;\(^{201}\)
5. family subject disputes;\(^{202}\) and
6. disputes between representative custodians of the property of a person without legal capacity.\(^{203}\)

In a recent omnibus decision that struck out seven ASMIN appeals, the Ontario Court of Appeal rejected ASMIN arguments as hopeless, abusive, pseudolaw claims, noting that ASMIN membership only requires a payment of $225.\(^{204}\) These appeals were “busybody” actions initiated by an uninvolved party, who the Court barred, except with leave obtained by a formal court application.\(^{205}\) ASMIN is also involved in at least one US proceeding where ASMIN claims an incarcerated prisoner is outside US Federal and Tennessee state law.\(^{206}\)

Kinakwii and ASMIN materials and court decisions identify “Grand Chief Buffalo Eagle,” also known as William Allan Baldwin, “Grand Chief Wabiska Mukwa,” also known as Zane Viger Plouffe Bell, and “Clan Grandmother Ikway Michine” as the leaders of these entities.\(^{207}\) However, the keystone legal figure in both groups is a suspended Ontario lawyer: Glenn Patrick Bogue, also known as “Spirit Warrior.” Bogue, Kinakwii Chief justice and the Attorney General of the ASMIN nation,\(^{208}\) provides the legal analysis component of Kinakwii and ASMIN pseudolaw, which is stereotypical Sovereign Citizen theory, but where
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governments and courts have no authority over persons who are born in Canada. Bogue says birthplace location defines “Indigenous,” rather than historical community affiliation.

Netolitzky, “Lawyers” reviews Bogue’s background and post-2016 career as a pseudolaw guru and courtroom advocate. Bogue’s membership in the Law Society of Ontario was suspended on 10 February 2020 during an aggressively argued disciplinary process that produced no less than 16 Law Society Tribunal decisions. Bogue’s suspension was on mental health grounds. Bogue denied Law Society of Ontario authority; he was born in Canada, and is therefore Métis. At one point Bogue even summoned Ottawa Police Service officers to arrest Law Society staff and the tribunal chair to enforce Bogue’s alleged rights and claimed status. Bogue, as “Spirit Warrior,” has ignored being suspended, and continues to promote Kinakwii and ASMIN concepts in social media and marginal groups. Bogue describes himself as a lawyer when he markets pseudolaw schemes. On 5 May 2023, the Quebec Superior Court found Bogue/“Spirit Warrior” guilty of having engaged in the unauthorized practice of law. As of the time of this publication Bogue has yet to be sentenced.

The Law Society of Ontario’s ongoing, inexplicable, and disturbing failure to control Bogue, and to respond to the damage caused by Bogue’s pseudolaw guru activities, while exploiting his lawyer status, is an embarrassment to the profession of law in Canada.

C. OTHER EXAMPLES

This review of Canadian pseudolegal groups that employ Indigenous and First Nations language is almost certainly incomplete. For example, Alberta courts have received what purport to be filings “In the Court of Equity in Alberta Nu’Nene’ (Canada or Americas),” by the “Dene Su’Line (Dene Sovereign)” and “Legal Notices” and “Commands” from “Headman Walking Eagle” of the “Assini Watci Innewak (Rocky Mountain Tribes).” For over a decade, a variety of persons, some litigants, some not, have sent British Columbia and Alberta courts, law enforcement, and government actors pseudolaw documents that exhibit a highly distinctive collection of visual motifs, including peace pipe graphics, medals, and an upside down provincial flag. These materials claim special Indigenous-based status. Their source is unknown, though more recent Peoples of the Salmon documents now include similar features.

The now defunct United Sovran Nations umbrella organization almost certainly included subordinate Embassy or successor fractions that made Indigenous claims. After this group’s guru, Mario Antonacci, was arrested, newspaper notices were published with

213 Guibord, supra note 201; Georgena (Town) v Blanchard, 2020 ONCA 232; York Condominium Corporation No 60 v Munro, 2021 ONSC 487.
214 See e.g. “ASMIN Members Newsletter #4” (22 February 2021), online: <askit4equity.com/asmin-members-newsletter-4/>; Netolitzky, “History #2,” supra note 2 at 803–806.
215 Barreau de Montréal c Bogue, supra note 208.
Strawman Theory name-related claims on behalf of the “mi’kmaq/ deneza-amuskowuk tribal-people,” but also that involved Alberta-area First Nations.\textsuperscript{217} Calgary-area pseudolaw litigant Kenneth Blaine Walter, also known as “ganada-jaaxw©,” and his family are named in these notices. Walter, Antonacci’s right-hand man, is plausibly the person behind them.\textsuperscript{218}

D. CONCLUSION

Canadian Indigenous populations can access Canadian courts to advance their interests and concerns. Broad-based adoption of pseudolaw is therefore unlikely, though pseudolaw might emerge during internal disputes to justify alternative leaderships.

A full review of Indigenous characteristics of Peoples of the Salmon, Kinawkii, and ASMIN personalities is beyond the scope of this article, and is better conducted by experts and authorities in this subject. The critical point here is that these individuals and groups, who have claimed Indigenous-related status, also rely on well-known and categorically rejected pseudolaw concepts and motifs.

VI. NEW POST-2015 GURUS AND GROUPS

A new wave of pseudolaw gurus has emerged in Canada post-2015 whose theories do not have direct antecedents within either Detaxer or Freeman precursors.

A. LENTZIAN CHRISTOPHER JAMES PRITCHARD: “A WARRIOR CALLS”

Christopher James Pritchard, who typically self-identifies as “Christopher James,” is a new Canadian pseudolaw promoter who has adopted the traditional Menardian model of a talking head guru who addresses and mobilizes his audience via video broadcasts. Pritchard has operated the \textit{A Warrior Calls} website\textsuperscript{219} since 2018.\textsuperscript{220} Pritchard regularly streams videos to his audience,\textsuperscript{221} which probably ranges into the thousands.\textsuperscript{222} Pritchard’s oldest 2015 video\textsuperscript{223} is a formulaic recapitulation of the Strawman Theory duality and birth documentation as clandestine contracts. Pritchard’s biography states he is 55 and a resident of Burlington, Ontario, but is otherwise vague about his background.

Sophisticated pseudolaw gurus mask or misstate their court and legal activities, since those inevitably fail.\textsuperscript{224} Unusually, Pritchard’s website and videos document both Pritchard’s

\textsuperscript{218} See parallel language and concepts in \textit{R v Walter}, 2020 ABQB 181 at Appendix B.
\textsuperscript{219} Online: <awarriorcalls.com>.
\textsuperscript{221} Pritchard operates multiple social media video archives: “A Warrior Calls,” online: <youtube.com/channel/UC4xG9TTYLBIuZwGwVwS20w?>; <rumble.com/c/c-443257>; <www.bitchute.com/channel/K6tBDjVyWwHO/>; <www.brighteon.com/channels/awarriorcalls>.
\textsuperscript{222} In December 2021, Pritchard’s Telegram account reported over nineteen thousand subscribers, “aWarriorCalls – Common Law Group,” online: Telegram <t.me/awarriorcalls>.
\textsuperscript{223} A Warrior Calls, “A Planned Trespass Against the Mind Of Man” (20 September 2015), online (video): <youtube.com/watch?v= x3BhZqFewU>.
\textsuperscript{224} Meads, \textit{supra} note 14 at para 80.
and his customers’ activities. Published documents illustrate Pritchard’s theories, techniques, and failures.

Pritchard’s pseudolaw concepts and materials are entirely unoriginal copycat derivatives of Carl (Karl) Rudolph Lentz’s Sovereign Citizen theories. Lentz initially operated in the UK circa 2014, where Lentz announced he located a secret, believed abolished “common law” court, the “Court of Queen’s Bench.” Lentz subsequently claimed that anyone, as “Prosecutors,” may set up their own “common law” court to try and convict “Wrongdoers” who have “trespassed” on the Prosecutor’s “property.” These “do-it-yourself” proceedings purportedly use existing public court facilities. The Prosecutor is also the judge who adjudicates whether “Wrongdoers” have rebutted their presumed guilt, as established by the Prosecutor’s “affidavit(s).” Besides Lentz’s idiosyncratic paperwork, Lentzians are readily identified as they self-identify as “i, a man,” or “i, a woman.” Disturbingly, Lentz claims that parents own their children as chattel property, and are therefore immune to state intervention on medical, health, or abuse bases. Lentz has recently been arrested on the charge of torturing a cat or dog to death.

In Canada, Lentz’s adherents have repeatedly submitted unorthodox paperwork and correspondence to courts that purportedly initialize Lentzian “do-it-yourself” court proceedings. Unsurprisingly, that has consistently failed. Lentz personally has done no better in US litigation that involved his children, in defending Canadian drug traffickers, and even when Lentz countersued a convenience store that sought to prosecute Lentz when Lentz repeatedly refused to pay for self-serve coffee.

Pritchard, personally, is guiding at least some Lentzian pseudolaw activity in Canada. Pritchard has published litigation documents from several pseudolaw proceedings that Pritchard acknowledges he is directing. For example, Pritchard acted as a legal representative for COVID-19 denier and “flat Earther” Makhan “Mak” Singh Parhar. In Parhar, Justice Blok struck out an attempt by Parhar to conduct a Lentzian “do-it-yourself” vigilante court, rejecting Pritchard’s submissions made as Parhar’s “colleague.”

---
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Subsequently, the Law Society of British Columbia on 24 June 2021 obtained an injunction prohibiting Pritchard, self-declared “counsellor at law,”235 from the unlicensed practice of law in British Columbia.236 Pritchard responded with a “Living Testimony in the Form of an Affidavit” that made Strawman Theory claims, complained of “Trespass[ing],” “trafficking in persons,” and said no contract exists that binds Pritchard’s actions.237 Parhar died in late 2021 after rejecting a COVID-19 diagnosis “because CONVID … doesn’t exist.”238

Pritchard’s known litigation customers are diverse, and include:

1. a mother’s litigation against authorities in relation to a mentally ill adult child;239
2. the owner of a tattoo business conducting Lentzian “do-it-yourself” proceedings in the “James Court” against multiple Canadian officials, including Chief Justice Wagner, in retaliation for pandemic management steps;240
3. retaliatory Lentzian trespass procedures for disciplinary proceedings conducted against Ontario Provincial Police officer Gabriel Gilles Proulx, who engaged in pandemic denial activities;241
4. Lentzian “do-it-yourself” court processes by a restaurant owner to block an injunction to enforce pandemic management steps;242 and
5. a COVID-19 “scamdemic” activist charged with criminal harassment after confronting the Peterborough, Ontario medical officer of health at the doctor’s residence.243

242 The Federal Court of Canada has rejected Massey as an expert in biostatistics during proceedings that challenged COVID-19 pandemic mitigation steps: Lucien Khodeir v Attorney General of Canada, 2022 FC 44 at paras 53–56.
This litigation, and Pritchard’s online activities and website, illustrate how Pritchard characterizes his pseudolegal services as a method to resist (purported) illegal and malevolent state activity, and conspiratorial hidden hands who have (allegedly) sought to crush individual rights under the auspice of the COVID-19 “scamdemic.” Pritchard is openly anti-Semitic, endorsing Nation of Islam claims that “Satanic Jews” control international banking.244 Pritchard also has links to US right-wing extremist and QAnon media circles,245 and Canadian militia-style organizers.246

Pritchard has personally attempted to conduct Lentzian “do-it-yourself” court proceedings in several Ontario court actions with Michael Sekulovski. One lawsuit,247 retaliating against judges and lawyers after an estate dispute,248 was dismissed by the Ontario Rule 2.1 “show-cause” triage procedure.249 Sekulovski and Pritchard were ordered to pay $9,292.07 in costs.250 Subsequently, Justice Myers struck out a second Sekulovski and Pritchard lawsuit under Rule 2.1.251 A reported judgment reproduces Pritchard’s Lentzian reply that threatened Justice Myers: the justice’s “ignorance will not be tolerated in law [not legal]; … Legal does not apply to a man or woman the supremacy of God is the law [common] on land.”252 Justice Myers denounced this pseudolaw litigation, and responded “[t]his type of gibberish is abusive on its face. Its purpose is to clog the courts and make people waste time.”253

In most ways Pritchard is a typical, albeit enthusiastic, pseudolaw guru: an unimaginative promoter who has targeted a vulnerable and stressed population using long-rejected retread pseudolaw invented by somebody else. The unexpected aspect of Pritchard’s activities is Pritchard has maintained any marketplace credibility given his reported public failures, including multiple published court decisions.

The best explanation is Pritchard has tapped a virgin potential customer pool. Notably, none of Pritchard’s identified customers have any links to earlier Canadian pseudolaw groups, like the Freemen and Detaxers. Instead, Pritchard has targeted a novel and likely expanding population of motivated anti-state actors: the pandemic and vaccine resister and skeptic communities. Pseudolaw is new to Pritchard’s target market, and so he attracts unsophisticated adherents less likely to detect Pritchard’s falsehoods. If correct, that creates a finite end point for Pritchard’s guru career. Like the now defunct Freemen, Pritchard’s clientele will learn by negative conditioning, and very likely soon abandon both pseudolaw, and Pritchard, personally.
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B. DANIEL TERRY LOZINIK: “ANGELIC LAW”

Daniel Terry Lozinik, “private sovran attorney general,” is a resident of Calgary, Alberta, and a comparatively new Canadian pseudolaw guru who has since 2019 operated the “Angelic Law … boutique law firm.”²⁵⁴ Lozinik’s first identified pseudolaw litigation was a 2015 Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench action where Lozinik sued 62 named defendants for $30.5 billion “payable in U.S. Treasury Bills,” alleging fraud, intellectual property “[m]is-representation,” and “[c]onspiring to maintain a Tax Act and Tax Code that remains unlawful and illegal.”²⁵⁵

Lozinik’s website and recent pseudolaw documents continue that tax-oriented focus; Lozinik claims that allodial property status trumps government authority, at least in relation to taxation. That said, Lozinik’s advertised expertise is much broader: debt elimination, criminal get out of jail free cards, and intellectual property services.²⁵⁶ Lozinik advances a variation of Strawman Theory that grants special status to “sov reign people.”²⁵⁷ No identified Lozinik litigation involves pandemic-related issues.

The extent of Lozinik’s marketplace presence is unclear. Like Pritchard, Lozinik directly engages court and legal processes, personally. That has not proven effective for either him or his “clients.” The British Columbia Supreme Court imposed an injunction prohibiting Lozinik from engaging in unlicenced legal services.²⁵⁸ In Alberta, Associate Chief Justice Rooke reports Lozinik has unsuccessfully attempted to sabotage Alberta criminal proceedings, and was ejected from court on that basis.²⁵⁹ Associate Chief Justice Rooke indicates Lozinik has been “retained” by Sandra Ann Anderson, a very active and persistent Alberta pseudolaw litigant, who, among other things, faces criminal and customs charges for international horse smuggling.²⁶⁰ Anderson subsequently was made subject to court access restrictions as a vexatious litigant, in part for her and Lozinik’s activities,²⁶¹ then highly unusual filing gatekeeping,²⁶² that Anderson immediately breached, resulting in a $40,000 fine.²⁶³ Anderson has appeared along with Lozinik in recent Angelic Law videos, also operating as a pseudolaw promoter.²⁶⁴
Lozinik is personally facing criminal proceedings in Alberta, where he is charged with obstruction, mischief, and unauthorized possession and careless use of firearms. Lozinik has also engaged in unsuccessful conventional litigation. For example, in 2012, Lozinik sued investors, but most of that action was dismissed. A $100 billion lawsuit against Lozinik’s landlords was struck out in 2016. Little else is known of Lozinik’s background, beyond that he is an inventor. In 2009, Lozinik filed a US “back scrubbing device” patent application that was subsequently abandoned.

C. **Dïevergent5 AND DARREN CLIFFORD**

“Dïevergent5” (pronounced “Divergents”) is an international movement that appears to have originated in Australia circa 2021. Dïevergent5’s materials make vague promises of a life free of the “old system” and “dark forces.” The Dïevergent5 website points to resources based on John Spirit’s international treaty/Charter scheme, and videos that describe classic Sovereign Citizen Strawman Theory where “equity” is purportedly the highest form of law. Dïevergent5 membership in Canada is, at most, in the low hundreds.

Dïevergent5 exhibits two unusual characteristics. One is that Dïevergent5 is an extreme manifestation of the New Age subclass of pseudolaw groups. Dïevergent5 “KïnderGardën Schööl” and “Dï5 Elëmental School” resources describe paranormal and religious concepts and rituals, such as how to take a “Moon Bath.”

Dïevergent5’s second noteworthy characteristic is Darren Clifford’s involvement. Clifford is the younger sibling of “muscular Freemanist” guru Dean Clifford. Though Darren Clifford was a comparatively minor personality in the Freeman-on-the-Land movement, he is the pseudolaw guru figure and theorist for Dïevergent5. The Cliffords now explicitly claim they employ different pseudolaw methodologies, with Darren Clifford and Dïevergent5 operating inside “a system of commerce.”

---
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Dievergent5 and Clifford appear to be engaged in pseudolaw document\textsuperscript{279} and court processes,\textsuperscript{280} but, to date, those are not linked to reported Canadian jurisprudence or identified litigation.

D. CAPE BRETON REICHSBÜRGERS

One of the stranger manifestations of pseudolaw in Canada is the appearance of a population of German Reichsbürgers in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. Reichsbürgers are pseudolaw adherents who reject the Federal Republic of Germany as the valid German government. While most Reichsbürgers engage pseudolaw to argue a different Germany is the true nation state, some Reichsbürgers have escaped “German tyranny” by relocating to “free” countries.\textsuperscript{281} One such colony emerged in Cape Breton, circa 2020.\textsuperscript{282}

Frank Eckhardt, the central promoter of the Reichsbürger Cape Breton “Eco Village,”\textsuperscript{283} has been arrested by Canadian authorities over complaints from other German emigrés and firearms-related matters.\textsuperscript{284} Whether or how pseudolaw may become a factor in this emerging dispute is anyone’s guess.

VII. CANADA AND THE INTERNATIONAL PSEUDOLAW PHENOMENON

The modern US-sourced form of pseudolaw has now operated as a low order infestation in the Canadian legal apparatus for over two decades. Pseudolaw will, in all likelihood, still be encountered by judges, lawyers, and unfortunate target litigants in the decades to come.

Pseudolaw is not going away. Cocooned safely within the cultic milieu, pseudolaw’s spores will continue to drift out and infect susceptible persons and groups that harbour marginal, anti-authority conspiratorial beliefs. However, the failure of pseudolaw to expand broadly in Canada during the past several years, despite near ideal crisis conditions, strongly suggests Canadian society is an ill-suited host for these ideas. We are very lucky for that. In any case, immunity to this disease of ideas will develop over time. For example, the COVID-19 pandemic resister and skeptic communities are now learning the hard way that pseudolaw
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\textsuperscript{283} Online: <capebretonecovillage.ca>.
is a false narrative, and magic pseudolaw paperwork provides no benefits. History shows these people will probably abandon pseudolaw and turn to different alternatives.\footnote{See e.g. the Detaxer and Freeman-on-the-Land populations in Canada: Netolitzky, “History #2,” \textit{supra} note 2 at 814–20.}

That said, as long as uninfected Canadian candidate host populations exist, or emerge, additional bursts of pseudolaw-based action and litigation are not merely plausible, but inevitable. The cultic milieu is a highly efficient mechanism to introduce and expose pseudolaw to those who hold marginal beliefs and engage anti-authority perspectives.\footnote{Netolitzky, “Itch,” \textit{supra} note 5 at 185–86.}

A closer review of how pseudolaw has operated during the COVID-19 pandemic offers insights into the characteristics of Canada’s pseudolaw phenomena, and its potential limits.

\section*{A. THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC}


Pseudolaw is an integrated component of a larger conspiratorial anti-authority matrix.\footnote{Daniel Baldino, “The International Blueprint for Anti-Government Extremism and the Rise of the Sovereign Citizen Movements” (18 February 2022), online: \textit{Australian Institute of International Affairs <internationalaffairs.org.au/australianoutlook/the-international-blueprint-for-anti-government-extremism-and-the-rise-of-the-sovereign-citizen-movements/>.}} Pseudolaw aggravates the potential for conflict that has bubbled up during the present pandemic.\footnote{Netolitzky, “Itch,” \textit{supra} note 5.} Pseudolaw promises illusionary authority: a right to “fight back,” with the law on your side. The empowerment promised by pseudolaw is extremely appealing to marginal and angry anti-authority actors.

No good metrics exist to evaluate where Canada falls among western common and civil law tradition nations during this period. Pseudolaw groups and activity are notoriously difficult to measure.\footnote{Netolitzky, “History #2,” \textit{supra} note 2 at 806–13.} That said, there are reasons to believe Canada has gotten off...
comparatively lightly. No significant and enduring pseudolaw leader or movement has emerged since the fall of Freemanism.

Vaccine resister and “scamdemic” populations should have been the ideal, if not inevitable, hosts for pseudolaw. Instead, this article documents that “scamdemic” communities were certainly “colonized” by pseudolaw, but never “conscripted” or “co-opted.” Pseudolaw activists and gurus — New Constitutionalists, Queen Didulo, Kevin Annett, the MCLR, Christopher Pritchard — all became players in the “scamdemic” phenomenon, but always remained “a fringe of a fringe.” Detaxer David Kevin Lindsay is the only pseudolaw authority who is also a populist “scamdemic” leader, at least in inland British Columbia.

Events in January–February 2022 are useful to illustrate the apparent barriers to pseudolaw’s propagation. During this period a substantial organized attempt was made to impede government and public activity in Ottawa and certain other key government locations, and at US–Canada border crossings. This article uses the “Freedom Convoy” to identify this phenomenon. Media and analysts obviously found classifying the Freedom Convoy difficult. A right-wing thing? A hate thing? A “scamdemic” thing? A populist politics thing? A racist thing? An anti-authority thing? A class conflict thing? All these components were probably involved; the Freedom Convoy’s participants defy simple description. At this early point there is little utility in attempting to dissect out predominate characteristics and influences, and, in any case, a fact-based analysis of that complex question is beyond the scope of this article. For what it is worth, the author’s opinion is the Freedom Convoy phenomenon is better thought of as a conglomerate of different marginal and alienated populations, that together ebbed and flowed like an ocean tide, motivated by a conjunction of multiple larger external centres of gravity.

One safe conclusion is the Freedom Convoy was not “a pseudolaw thing.” Pseudolaw elements were in play, but these were more “flotsam carried on the waves,” rather than agents driving the overall current.

B. THE FREEDOM CONVOY

A closer look is useful. The Canada Unity website and its figurehead individuals were the nearest thing to an organizing centre for the Freedom Convoy. Initially, the Canada Unity website published a “Memorandum of Understanding” between Canada Unity, as represented by three individuals identified as “Citizens of Canada,” with Senate members and the Governor General, “the highest authorities representing the Federal Government (SCGGC) as ‘The Government of Canada.’” These players would then form the “Citizens of Canada Committee” to implement and enforce Canadian legislation and certain international treaties,
and, globally, unwind pandemic mitigation processes. The “Memorandum” purported to be legally binding, and “National and International court admissible.”\(^{297}\) The “Memorandum” obtained over 320,000 signatures.\(^{298}\)

Is the “Memorandum” a pseudolaw document?\(^{299}\) Not one based on US-derived pseudolaw. The “Memorandum” purports to implement a contract-like process to enforce Canadian legislation, and inaccurately recognizes and acknowledges parts of actual government and political structures as valid. Its authors are “Citizens of Canada,” neither Freemen, Sovereigns, nor “common law” humans subject to some alternative/replacement authority. Pseudolaw, at its heart, says “I have a different law — it is better and more powerful.” That competition of laws is entirely absent in the “Memorandum.” The “Memorandum” is certainly an attempt to engineer a superficially law-based process, but, accurately, the “Memorandum” is somewhere between a political manifesto, and an exercise in amateur social studies imagineering.

Subsequently, on 8 February 2022, Canada Unity: (1) “withdraw” the “Memorandum” to avoid “unintended interpretations”; (2) emphasized Canada Unity’s intent to operate within Canadian constitutional limits; and (3) affirmed the Charter and democratic processes.\(^{300}\) The “Memorandum” may be reminiscent of pseudolaw concepts and documents. Each attempts to frame an unusual objective in “legalese” and uses a rules-based format, but these parallels are as far as the resemblance goes. The Freedom Convoy wanted to do “something legalish” in a formal, documented manner, but did not apply stereotypic pseudolaw concepts.

Another similar example where Freedom Convoy activists attempted “something legalish” is when The Line Canada\(^{301}\) requested signatures for “a draft constitution to campaign for the change we all want and need.”\(^{302}\) The draft constitution supposedly required “15% of the Canadian population by any three provinces combined, or 38% of one province.”\(^{303}\) No basis for this threshold was identified. No text for the constitution is provided. Instead, several points supported both direct and representative democratic processes, but also “civil[ian] oversight committees” apparently grafted onto existing governments.\(^{304}\) The Line Canada’s concept of constitutional reform was both hopelessly naive and amateur. The New Constitutionalists are vastly more sophisticated and advanced constitutional scholars and nation builders.
These observations do not mean pseudolaw did not influence the Freedom Convoy phenomenon. Both Canada Unity and The Line Canada published links to genuine pseudolaw groups, CLEAR\textsuperscript{305} and The Myth is Canada,\textsuperscript{306} respectively. ASMIN contributed “PERMIT TO PARK ON UN – CEDED LANDS OF OTTAWA” documents.\textsuperscript{307} Some pseudolaw gurus and personalities were physically present during the Ottawa occupation: for example, Didulo\textsuperscript{308} and Pritchard.\textsuperscript{309} However, no evidence suggests these pseudolaw figures were anything but peripheral players, despite attempts to draw attention to themselves. Similarly, individual Freedom Convoy members have deployed pseudolaw language and concepts,\textsuperscript{310} but that practice was by no means widespread. The 17 February 2023 Final Report of Justice Roleau, the Commissioner of the Public Order Emergency Commission on the declaration of an emergency in response to the Ottawa Freedom Convoy and related protests, comes to much the same conclusion. Pseudolaw agents like Romana Didulo were “fringe actors,”\textsuperscript{311} and, instead, the Freedom Convoy phenomenon was the product of a synergy of social, political, and economic factors.\textsuperscript{312}

“Penetrance,” a genetics concept, is a useful way to conceptualize the relationship between pseudolaw and the Freedom Convoy. Sometimes genetic traits are carried by individuals but not physically expressed as part of the phenotype. This incomplete penetrance has many causes, including external environmental factors. For example, a person with tall height genes may not express those if starved as a child. Pseudolaw DNA was clearly present in the Freedom Convoy’s genome, but exhibited only minor penetrance, and was only slightly expressed in the Freedom Convoy’s mature form.

C. WHY PSEUDOLAW IS MARGINAL IN CANADA

So, despite: (1) nearly ideal social stress conditions; (2) a substantial activation and mobilization of marginal communities across political spectrums and throughout Canadian conspiracy cultures; and (3) an apparent interest by dissident groups in a “revolution by law,” rather than a “revolution by arms,” pseudolaw did not manage to capture a dominant, or even significant role in Canadian “scamdemic” and anti-vaccination fringe communities.
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\textsuperscript{309} Online (video): <brighteon.com/embed/41f95300-4777-42ba-82dd-5f4f20315d71>; <brighteon.com/embed/12096934-6d3-4956-8fba-ebc94ace199e>.
\textsuperscript{312} Ibid at 74–77.
Why? Several factors are probably implicated.

One plausible factor is the high sophistication of Canadian anti-pseudolaw jurisprudence. *Meads*[^313] is the usual identified archetype, but more accurately *Meads* is part of a broader pattern where Canadian judges have responded to pseudolaw litigation in a systematic, principled manner[^314]. That has continued post-*Meads*, particularly in decisions of the Alberta Court of King’s Bench. The Canadian judiciary’s active and substantive response to pseudolaw has produced the definitive rebuttals to many pseudolaw variants, including the John Spirit *Charter* and treaty scheme[^315] and MCLR claims[^316]. US pseudolaw expert Colin McRoberts has highlighted these Canadian “weaponized judgments” as a critical operational advantage Canada possesses over US courts, and, generally, the US’ ongoing struggle to manage pseudolaw and its adherents[^317]. This factor is strengthened by the absence of novel pseudolaw, as illustrated by the New Constitutionalists’ improvisational millenialist recycling of 70 year old concepts out of the cultic milieu. Similarly, ten years after its release, *Meads* remains a valid, if not total, response to the large majority of pseudolaw encountered in Canada. For whatever reasons, pseudolaw is simply not evolving[^318].

Perhaps equally important is that this relevant Canadian case law is accessible. The larger social impact of comprehensive public access to Canadian legal materials provided by the superb CanLII database is a subject that warrants investigation[^319]. What can be said, at this point, is many pseudolaw adherents extensively access CanLII. They are, on that basis, very aware of what Canadian courts reason and conclude, and how their peers and predecessors have failed.

Public perceptions, domestic politics, and social traditions are also important. Canada, in that sense, is a bad match for pseudolaw. For example, Freeman-on-the-Land objectives were incompatible with Canadians’ social consensus, unlike Sovereign Citizens who are an extension of mainstream US right-wing perspectives[^320] and match the “paranoid style” of US politics[^321]. Similarly, US Moorish communities align with racial tensions in that country[^322], while US militias derive legitimacy from that nation’s constitutional rights[^323].

To date, pseudolaw in Canada is affiliated with inept, undisciplined, and generally incompetent anti-authority populations. As this article and its companions illustrate, the typical Canadian pseudolaw adherent is more likely to be a criminal, economically marginal, and oriented to non-functional interests. New Age and alien abduction beliefs are not

[^313]: Meads, supra note 14.
[^316]: AVI #2, supra note 159.
[^318]: Netolitzky, “Hammer,” supra note 72 at 1182–86 examines possible explanations for the unexpectedly static state of pseudolaw theory and thought.
[^319]: Canadian Legal Information Institute, online: <www.canlii.org>.
[^323]: *Ibid* at 172.
compatible with effective revolutionary action. That helps explain why pandemic-related dissent from Canadian pseudolaw communities is limited and ineffective.

Unlike the US, no major social faction in Canada is only able to potentially obtain recourse for their objectives by pseudolaw. For example, as previously noted, Indigenous issues have a forum: Canadian courts. If there were a Canadian analogue to US pseudolaw populations who perceive themselves as disenfranchised and silenced, that would plausibly be Canadians who believe there is an excess of rights. A nostalgic rights-oriented pseudolaw movement in Canada might be possible, where the objective is restoring traditional values, similar to German Reichsbürgers, and US Sovereign Citizens. To date, that alignment of backward-looking perspectives and pseudolaw has not yet occurred.

**D. PSEUDOLAW AND VIOLENCE**

While pseudolaw may be a marginal disruptor for Canadian society, pseudolaw beliefs do represent a significant public safety threat.

1. **PSEUDOLAW CAUSES AND AMPLIFIES CONFLICT**

Pseudolaw increases social conflict, and, in that sense, operates as an “adjuvant.” Pseudolaw aggravates and amplifies negative social interactions between marginal groups and the mainstream population, law enforcement, and government. That friction is always present, but pseudolaw makes it worse. Pseudolaw promises to level the playing field by providing illusionary authority and power. More frequent and serious confrontations result. Rob Sudy, leading Australian pseudolaw expert and former pseudolaw adherent, has described the powerful appeal of superior knowledge, and built from that, superior authority. This empowerment is critically important to understand pseudolaw’s appeal.

There can be no debate that violence is critical to that imagined empowerment. Pseudolaw adherents are often hateful, if not enraged. They openly dream of revenge, retribution against those they fear, despise, and resent. Some pseudolaw populations are somewhat discrete about that, but a violent subtext is almost always present. For example, New Constitutionalists seek much expanded rights to personal weapons and vigilante self-defence authority. Others, like the MCLR, do not even bother with that kind of façade, and openly fantasize about bodies swaying from “The Gallows.” Queen Didulo promises her followers that military special forces will soon target perceived “outlaws,” and Queen Elizabeth II has already been executed. This affinity toward force is not political, but broader. On social media, both leftist criminal Freemen and conservative nostalgic New Constitutionalists

---

324 Slater, *supra* note 320 at 59–66, 71 observes the chronic dysfunction of US political institutions favours radical action, and the appeal of pseudolaw.


329 Tom Tanuki, “Aussie Sovereign Citizens. Part I” (20 January 2022) at 00h:50m:18s, online (video): <https://youtube.com/watch?v=ea_7jUU489g>.


331 Netolitzky, “Implosion,” *supra* note 93 at II.C.
denounce Prime Minister Justin Trudeau as a traitor, who should be held to account. The formerly self-perceived powerless direct their rage to whatever “tyrant” they identify as holding the reins.

2. **Pseudolaw Applications of Force and Violence Have Rules**

Though pseudolaw is clearly linked to violence, paradoxically, when fringe actors embrace pseudolaw, that also reduces the probability of some kinds of violence. Pseudolaw promises extraordinary, but *rules-based* rights. Pseudolaw imposes a type of legal structure and process, though unorthodox to external observers. That means the exercise of violence by pseudolaw adherents must be somehow justified within the framework of pseudolaw’s rules. Otherwise, a pseudolaw adherent is just another “outlaw.”

For example, commonplace pseudolaw “travelling” concepts purport that government and police have no authority to regulate or legislate people’s use of motor vehicles. Unsurprisingly, that means roadside stops of pseudolaw adherents are a common flashpoint to violence, since police are “law breakers” who have impinged on (pseudo)legal rights. That justifies “self-defence” and “discipline” of law-breakers, also known as police “policy enforcers.” Conflict and violence that flows from “travelling” is part of a broader pattern. Pseudolaw adherents are more likely to immediately escalate to violence in defensive scenarios, where “outlaws” (government and police) attempt to impinge on their purported rights, engaging “self-defence.” This pattern contributes to why law enforcement is so often the target of pseudolaw-based violence. Police respond to pseudolaw adherents who act illegally, and are “looking to pick a fight.”

However, more broadly, the rules-oriented character of pseudolaw theory alters how the right to violence is imagined. Many pseudolaw groups see themselves as revolutionaries on the path to replace or overthrow conventional authority, and then impose their own rules. However, unlike most revolutionaries, pseudolaw groups see law — their superior (pseudo)law — as their primary weapon, rather than firearms and explosives. They appeal to the public and go to court on that basis.

That is why both the methodology and conduct of the “duel of laws” are so important. Revolutionary violence is purportedly justified if “de facto” state authority is confronted with the truth — their “commercial” or “admiralty” law is inferior and false — and then those de facto outlaws continue to ignore the true supreme *de jure* “common law.” Put another way, recourse to large-scale offensive violence is plausible after the failure of (pseudo)legal processes. That means how pseudolaw is dismissed is critical. A court decision that only says “get lost and get out” is either admitting defeat in the “duel of laws,” or means the judge has cheated and has no answer to the truth and superiority of pseudolaw.

---

In contrast, a court judgment that dissects and rejects pseudolaw on a substantive analytical basis not only eliminates the justification for illegal action, but also defeats the casus belli for recourse to violence against state, police, and law enforcement “outlaws.” Defeat during the “duel of law” subverts any potential “war of guns.”

That law-based authority to employ force is also why the emergence of pseudolaw vigilante organs, such as fake police and pseudolaw courts, is such a significant threat factor. The appearance of vigilante — but (pseudo)legal — responses demonstrates that a pseudolaw group has concluded it has won the “war of law,” and is moving to “paper up” their future potential exercise of force. That is why swearing-in of Freedom Convoy “Canadian Common Corps of Peace Officers,” and Didulo’s authorizing and empowering vigilante “citizens’ arrests,” are especially alarming developments.

3. **PSEUDOLAW AND LAWFARE**

Now is a useful point to pause and distinguish between “pseudolaw as revolution,” and “lawfare.” Lawfare is an extension of warfare that uses litigation and courts to achieve military-type objectives. For example, a lawsuit to prohibit use of military sonar, purportedly to minimize harm to marine life, is also an effective attack on military intelligence gathering and operational capacity. In a broader sense, lawfare is politics, since, as Carl Von Clausewitz observed, war is “a continuation of political intercourse, carried on with other means.” Extending from that, lawfare is a continuation of warfare, carried on with litigation and legal means.

Is pseudolaw being used as lawfare? Sometimes yes. “Paper terrorism” tactics such as “fee schedules” are the clearest examples where pseudolaw is used indirectly for tactical benefit. Paper terrorism threats are intended to intimidate and disrupt legitimate legal and social processes. As such, pseudolaw as lawfare is an adjunct to revolutionary pseudolaw to impose social change and “legally” obtain extraordinary results.

4. **CANADIAN PSEUDOLAW VIOLENCE**

Given this context, Canada is a weak candidate for broad-based pseudolaw violence. Unlike the US, Canada has little history of vigilante actions and “revolution from below.”

---
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John McCoy reports Alberta law enforcement estimated less than 10 percent of Freemen were personally violent.\(^{342}\) Most Canadian pseudolaw violence has been defensive, and, to date, “common law” vigilante courts and police have not emerged in Canada as a significant factor.\(^{343}\) US populations that have adopted pseudolaw, such as the Sovereign Citizens, have objectives and perspectives that are extensions of accepted political belief, while that kind of extremism is uncommon and generally rejected in Canada.\(^{344}\)

But that could be ending, which is one of the most worrisome aspects of the Freedom Convoy, “scamdemic” resistance, and broader social disobedience emerging in Canada. Then there is the disturbing worldwide spread of conspiracy culture, such as QAnon-style beliefs.

International bleed-over is another issue. Queen Didulo invited US radicals to become armed vigilante “duck hunters” in Canada.\(^{345}\) The now defunct Canadian-based Sovran Nations reportedly recruited from US Sovereign Citizen communities.\(^{346}\)

Lone actor pseudolaw-based violence, where individuals are radicalized and empowered by pseudolaw concepts, is possible.\(^{347}\) Mass violence has become democratized, as the means for violence increasingly expand from traditional firearms and explosives, to more accessible mechanisms, such as using motor vehicles as weapons. More sophisticated anti-authority figures could use publicly available technology, such as commercial drones, to create simple “smart” weaponry.

A mass casualty event in Canada motivated or influenced by pseudolaw is probably inevitable. Our population includes an increasing number of radicalized and aggrieved individuals who draw their information and beliefs from illusory sources within the cultic milieu. Pseudolaw tells two particularly dangerous lies: (1) de facto government authority is false and a tyranny; and (2) you have a legal right to fight back in courts, or with other means. The combination of these ideas is potentially explosive.

**VIII. CONCLUSION**

There are many reasons why pseudolaw is a cause for concern. Pseudolaw promotes useless conflicts and disputes inside and outside courts that ruin personal finances, shatter families, and put government, law enforcement, and court actors at risk. Pseudolaw leads to no win situations.

\(^{342}\) McCoy et al., supra note 334 at 62.

\(^{343}\) The now long defunct Sovran Nations were the notable exception: Netolitzky, “History #2,” supra note 2 at 828–31.

\(^{344}\) Netolitzky, “Itch,” supra note 5 at 180–83.


Modern pseudolaw manifests within a larger conspiratorial matrix that promotes ineffective and illegal social rebellion. Pseudolaw predisposes people down negative life paths. To what degree? Sometimes that is hard to tell.

For example, Las Vegas mass shooter Stephen Paddock was very likely exposed to and influenced by pseudolaw.\textsuperscript{348} Did Paddock in 2017 kill 61 people because of those beliefs? Probably not. Strawman Theory and rejection of state authority are an unnatural motive to shoot up a country music festival. But Paddock’s conduct makes a little more sense when one recognizes that pseudolaw is not encountered in isolation, but naturally manifests as part of a larger set of conspiratorial, ungrounded, fearful, paranoid, and hate-driven beliefs. With Paddock, that larger matrix led to sudden and extraordinary violence. And, in that sense, pseudolaw played its part.

To use a biological analogy, pseudolaw is not the cancer, but a contributing carcinogen that leads to many negative events and outcomes. That is why pseudolaw should be studied, monitored, and, ideally, suppressed. Nothing good has come of it, and nothing ever will.
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